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About Legal Aid NSW  

The Legal Aid Commission of New South 

Wales (Legal Aid NSW) is an 

independent statutory body established 

under the Legal Aid Commission Act 

1979 (NSW). We provide legal services 

across New South Wales through a state-

wide network of 24 offices and 221 

regular outreach locations, with a 

particular focus on the needs of people 

who are socially and economically 

disadvantaged.  

We assist with legal problems through a 

comprehensive suite of services across 

criminal, family and civil law. Our services 

range from legal information, education, 

advice, minor assistance, dispute 

resolution and duty services, through to 

an extensive litigation practice. We work 

in partnership with private lawyers who 

receive funding from Legal Aid NSW to 

represent legally aided clients.  

We also work in close partnership with 

LawAccess NSW, community legal 

centres, the Aboriginal Legal Service 

(NSW/ACT) Limited and pro bono legal 

services. Our community partnerships 

include 29 Women’s Domestic Violence 

Court Advocacy Services. 

Legal Aid NSW’s Civil Law Division 

focuses on legal problems that impact 

most on disadvantaged communities, 

such as credit, debt, insurance, 

employment, social security and access 

to essential social services. The Civil Law 

 

 

 

 

 

practice provides legal services to people 

through the Central Sydney office and 13 

regional offices. Currently, we have over 

150 civil lawyers who provide advice 

across all areas of civil law, and specialist 

teams that assist with insurance issues 

affecting particularly disadvantaged 

clients. 

This submission draws on the casework 

experience of our civil lawyers in 

providing these services. 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes the opportunity 

to make a submission to the Interim 

Report of the Insurance Council of 

Australia’s Review of the General 

Insurance Code of Practice. Should you 

require any further information, please 

contact  

Jo Evans 

Solicitor in Charge  

General Civil Law Specialists 

Civil Law 

(02) 9219 5152 

Jo.evans@legalaid.nsw.gov.au 

 

or  

 

Robyn Gilbert 

Law Reform Solicitor,  

Strategic Law Reform Unit 

Policy, Planning and Programs 

(02) 9213 5207 

robyn.gilbert@legalaid.nsw.gov.au  

mailto:robyn.gilbert@legalaid.nsw.gov.au
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Introduction 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes the Interim Report of the Review of the General Insurance Code 

of Practice. Significant issues have been addressed in this report, particularly the 

interaction between the insuranceindustry and vulnerable consumers. We welcome the 

proposals for guidance on best practice mental health principles and guidance on 

responding to family violence. All of our major institutions, including the insurance industry, 

have a role to play in responding to these issues and we congratulate the ICA for taking 

up this challenge on behalf of general insurance providers.  

Proposal 1: standards relating to vulnerable consumers 

Vulnerable consumers: a new code section 

Proposal 1 

The Code should strengthen standards relating to vulnerable consumers including:  

 A new Code section on vulnerable consumers 

 The provision of guidance on best practice mental health principles 

 The provision of guidance on recognising and responding to instances of family 

violence 

 Stronger Code standards on financial hardship  

 

Question 1 

The ICA suggests that the Code could include a new section on vulnerable consumers. 

The section would begin with a statement acknowledging the diverse needs of 

vulnerable people and committing to supporting the particular needs of customers 

where these are identified. Please identify any concerns or suggestions for 

improvements with this approach. 

 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes this approach. This section of the Code should recognise that 

vulnerability is not a fixed trait, and that some consumers may become vulnerable at 

specific times during their life. This may be related to an insured event, such as a natural 

disaster, but may also be related to other life circumstances such as family violence or 

illness that is not covered. In other words, any defining criteria should not be exhaustive.  

Individuals who are not ordinarily considered vulnerable may become vulnerable clients 

after a natural disaster. Our casework experience suggests that there is room for 

improvement in how insurers and agencies working for insurers respond to clients who 

are victims of natural disasters.  Trauma and shock can significantly affect how a person 

behaves for a period of time.  
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Trauma can also be exacerbated by insensitive treatment in the aftermath of a traumatic 

event. We provided a number of case studies in our original submission based on our 

work in this area.1  

Question 1.1  

It seems reasonable that the Code should require insurers to accommodate vulnerable 

consumers’ requirements for formal or informal assistance from third parties. Please 

detail any concerns with this suggestion. 

 

We support this proposition. Formal third party authority appointments protect consumers 

from unauthorised disclosures and are an effective mechanism to both verify and allow 

consumer advocates’ engagement. However a balance must be struck so that the process 

required for appointment does not introduce unnecessary obstacles. For example, strict 

requirements for written third party authorities can be an unnecessary obstacle. Rejecting 

authority appointments that are not on the relevant agency’s letterhead is common 

practice and a major obstacle to efficient appointment of authorised third parties. 

The National Privacy Principles2 allow for verbal authority appointment and our view is 

that such appointments should be accepted if given. A dedicated verbal authority 

appointment selection on the standard telephone menu would greatly enhance efficient 

appointment of authorised third parties.     

 Question 1.2  

The ICA suggests that the Code should require staff to be trained to identify and engage 

appropriately with vulnerable consumers, and to escalate requirements for additional 

support. Are there any implementation factors that need to be considered? 

 

We support this initiative, and urge the ICA to monitor implementation and progress. 

Monitoring is more effective if processes of different insurers are comparable across the 

industry.  

  

                                                           
1 Legal Aid NSW submission to the Insurance Council Australia Review of the General Insurance Code of 
Practice April 2017 https://www.legalaid.nsw.gov.au/what-we-do/law-reform 
2 These regulate how large businesses handle individuals’ personal information and ae foundin schedule 3 of 

the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth): see further Office of the Australian Information Commissioner, National Privacy 

Principles   https://www.oaic.gov.au/agencies-and-organisations/app-guidelines/chapter-b-key-

concepts accessed 19 January 2018. 

 

https://www.oaic.gov.au/agencies-and-organisations/app-guidelines/chapter-b-key-concepts
https://www.oaic.gov.au/agencies-and-organisations/app-guidelines/chapter-b-key-concepts
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Question 1.3  

The ICA suggests that the Code should not prescribe specific products or payment 

arrangements, such as through Centrepay. However, Proposal 3 sets out product 

design principles of the Code. How could these principles improve product design for 

vulnerable consumers? 

 

While Legal Aid NSW welcomes the development of the policy and design principles in 

proposal 3, we consider that more attention should be given to encouraging insurers to 

ensure that all consumers can access products that meet their needs in an affordable 

manner. We note the partnership between Good Shepherd Microfinance and Suncorp to 

make accessible insurance cover available to people on low incomes,3 and consider that 

these initiatives should be encouraged. 

Legal Aid NSW has assisted many clients who were unable to afford third party property 

damage car insurance and find themselves in serious financial difficulty after a car 

accident. They are unable to afford to pay for the other party’s damage and debt collection 

proceedings only compound the stress. 

Access to financial services, including insurance, is vital for individuals and families to 

participate in everyday life, and can contribute to financial stability and economic growth.4 

Financial exclusion occurs when consumers are unable or find it difficult to access 

appropriate financial services.5 They are left vulnerable to financial crises following 

unexpected events. The inability to manage the risk caused by the sudden death of a 

family member, an illness, or the loss of income or property can perpetuate or lead to 

poverty. Lower-income people often do not have social or financial buffers to help them 

withstand such shocks.  

Insurance can prevent asset loss and poverty. As key players in Australia’s corporate 

landscape, insurers have a social responsibility to contribute to the discussion in 

identifying barriers and challenges to ensure that consumers can access affordable 

insurance, and work towards solutions alongside government and the broader community.  

  

                                                           
3 Suncorp, Good Shepherd Microfinance, Australian-first insurance for people on low incomes Media Release 
(undated) https://www.suncorp.com.au/content/dam/suncorp/insurance/suncorp-
insurance/documents/home-and-contents/protect-the-north/essentials-media-release-final-version.pdf 
accessed 16 January 2018. 
4 Sharon Collard et al, Access to Financial Services in the UK (2016) Financial Conduct Authority Occasional 
Paper 17.  
5 Lavinia Mitton, Financial inclusion in the UK: Review of policy and practice (2008) York Publishing Services. 

https://www.suncorp.com.au/content/dam/suncorp/insurance/suncorp-insurance/documents/home-and-contents/protect-the-north/essentials-media-release-final-version.pdf
https://www.suncorp.com.au/content/dam/suncorp/insurance/suncorp-insurance/documents/home-and-contents/protect-the-north/essentials-media-release-final-version.pdf
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 Question 1.4  

The ICA suggests that the Code should require insurers to provide assistance to those 

who have trouble meeting identification requirements. Please identify any concerns you 

may have with this approach.  

Legal Aid NSW supports this approach.  

Question 1.5  

Noting the Commonwealth Ombudsman best-practice principles, and the point raised 

some insurers, would the following principles satisfactorily reflect best practice 

standards for the use of interpreters? 

a) Insurers must provide access to an interpreter, either when one is requested by 

the customer or when a staff member needs one to communicate effectively with 

a customer (whether formally or informally).  

b) Staff must make a record of a customer’s interpretation needs and plan ahead 

to meet these needs. Where an interpreter is offered but declined, staff must also 

record this.  

c) Insurers must provide a direct link on their website to information on 

interpretation services and any other relevant information for non-English 

speakers. This includes any product information that insurers have translated 

into other languages.  

Do you have any concerns with this approach or suggestions for improvement? 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports the adoption of the above principles but considers that 

Commonwealth Ombudsman best-practice principles 4 and 5 should also be adopted. 

Principle 4 is that the use of friends and family members as interpreters should be avoided. 

While family and friends can play an important role in providing support to a client, they 

may not have the required language competence and interpreting skills required to 

interpret accurately. In addition, they will not be bound by any standards of conduct as 

accredited interpreters and may be unable to remain impartial. For these reasons, family 

members or friends, especially children, should not be asked to interpret in situations 

involving critical information and decision making. 

Legal Aid NSW is of the view that children should never be used as interpreters, even if 

they are family members. 

We also consider that the Commonwealth Ombudsman Principle 5 should be adopted, 

that is, all staff involved with client contact should receive practical training in working with 

interpreters. Training is essential, because if interpreters are not used properly much of 

the benefit can be lost and in some cases can produce misunderstanding.  
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Best practice mental health principles 

Question 1.6  

The ICA proposes that the mental health best-practice principles (detailed in Appendix 

1) should be developed into an ICA guidance document. Do the principles adequately 

respond to the issues raised by stakeholders? Are there matters than have not been 

addressed?  

 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes the development of a guidance document on best practice 

mental health principles. Our view is that the Code should include a commitment to 

adhering to the best practice principles. However, Legal Aid NSW does not consider that 

the draft document in Appendix 1 sufficiently addresses issues raised by stakeholders.  

Guidance on working with consumers with mental health conditions 

The guidance document should not only encourage expanded access to general 

insurance for consumers with mental illness, but should also include guidance on working 

with consumers who suffer from mental health conditions, or have recently experienced 

trauma, even if their claim does not necessarily involve their mental health conditions. 

There is some overlap with the work being done in relation to vulnerable consumers. At a 

minimum, the guidance on mental health, and guidance on dealing with vulnerable 

consumers should be cross referenced. 

In our original submission, we noted that in some cases consumers who have suffered 

trauma or who have ongoing mental health issues have reported unacceptable treatment 

from service providers. There were many concerns arising in the context of natural 

disasters, however, similar concerns could arise where someone has lost their home or a 

family member in traumatic circumstances. Insurers and their representatives are dealing 

with these consumers are a most vulnerable time in their lives.   

Excluding mental health conditions 

The discussion in the Interim Report appears to proceed on the basis that insurers may 

exclude mental health conditions.  It is our view that many mental health exclusions are 

likely to be unlawful under the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 (Cth) (the DDA).6  We 

consider that a discussion about mental health exclusions must include reference to the 

DDA. While we acknowledge the ICA’s position that the Code should not contain 

guidelines on how to comply, we would support a commitment to comply with the DDA, 

and to implement a compliance regime. As noted in our original submission, the Life 

Insurance Code of Practice provides a simple statement: 

                                                           
6 See for example Ella Ingram v QBE Insurance (Australia) Ltd [2015] VCAT 1936 (18 December 2015) and FOS 
Determination 428120 
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Our decisions on applications for insurance will comply with the requirements of 

anti-discrimination law.  

The Life Insurance Code then goes on to reflect the wording of the DDA. Section 46 of the 

DDA provides a succinct statement of when insurers are permitted to discriminate on the 

basis of a heath condition. Legal Aid NSW would support using this statement in the Code 

in the same way that the Life Insurance Code of Practice does.  

We also urge the ICA to adopt the Life Insurance Code’s reference to quality assurance 

measures to monitor compliance such as call monitoring, mystery shopping and post-sale 

surveys. Again, while it is understood that the ICA does not want to mandate specific 

compliance frameworks, the Code could contain a commitment to implementation of a 

compliance framework, even if the content is determined by individual insurers.  

Other health conditions 

The application of the DDA is not limited to mental health exclusions. We are aware of 

insurers who, in our view, unlawfully discriminate against consumers who have a range of 

health conditions.  Our original submission referred to “Gina” who suffered from a rare 

form of cancer and appeared to have been unlawfully discriminated against when 

attempting to purchase travel insurance.  

Legal Aid NSW is currently compiling a report about the experiences of consumers with a 

range of health conditions, including cancer. Initial findings suggest that unlawful 

discrimination in the insurance industry occurs in the context of many health conditions. 

The Code should include an explicit statement that the concept of disability under the DDA 

is not limited to mental health conditions but includes a range of health conditions.7  

Question 1.7  

The ICA’s view is that the Code should not contain guidelines for complying with the 

DDA. However the Code could include a statement explaining how underwriting 

decisions will be made. For example:  

a) Decisions will be evidence based;  

b) Underwriting decisions will be regularly reviewed to ensure decision making is 

not relying on out-of-date information.  

Is this a suitable alternative? Are there issues or concerns with this approach? 

 

We support the inclusion of the above statement. As noted above, we consider that the 

Code should also use the wording of section 46 of the DDA, similar to the Life Insurance 

Code of Conduct.  

Also noted above, we support a commitment to a compliance regime. While the Code 

does not have to mandate the content of that regime, it could give guidance in the same 

way the Life Insurance Code does.  

  

                                                           
7 See for example Bassanelli [2004] FCA 396 
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Question 1.8  

Should the Code require insurers to provide, on request, a summary of the type of data 

or a description of the relevant factors relied upon, and why that data or those factors 

are relevant, when they rely on the DDA to make a decision about the provision of 

insurance or about a claim? What are the strengths or weaknesses of this approach? 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports the Code requiring the provision of this information, as it would 

lead to more transparent and accountable decision making.  

We are concerned that there may be a culture of unlawful discrimination among insurers 

in relation to certain health conditions. We are also concerned that many matters may be 

privately settled once issues of discrimination are brought to the attention of the insurer 

which may allow the culture to continue. Further, our preliminary inquiries suggest that 

many decisions are never challenged because potential clients are told by insurers, or 

their agents, that they are simply not eligible to apply.  Provision of this information would 

go some way to correcting this culture.  

The provision of this information may lead to earlier resolution of matters. In our casework 

experience, solicitors are unable to access underwriting decisions unless the matter has 

been filed at External Dispute Resolution. In some cases, providing the information earlier 

may have meant the matter could have been resolved at an earlier stage.  

Finally, the Code should mandate that the information should be provided in a way that is 

accessible and easily understood by consumers and their advocates.  

Code guidance on family violence 

Question 1.9  

The ICA proposes that the family violence document attached in Appendix 2 be 

developed into an ICA guidance document. Does the document adequately respond to 

the issues raised by stakeholders?  

 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes the development of guidance on recognising and responding 

to family violence.  

The guidance document is a significant step towards responding to issues raised by 

stakeholders and has captured many relevant areas that an insurer should include in their 

family violence policy.  

Legal Aid NSW welcomes continued consultation as the ICA considers solutions to the 

complex legal issues for reform raised on page 11 of the Interim Report. We note that 

these issues have been raised by the Economic Abuse Reference Group and may require 

systematic reform of terms and conditions of policy documents. However, the issues 
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highlighted in this list are critical to address if the insurance industry is to provide a 

pragmatic and holistic response to victims of family violence. 

The Financial Ombudsman Service Australia has released a guidance document, ‘The 

FOS Approach to Joint Facilities and Family Violence’. Many of the principles underlying 

the FOS approach involve family violence where the perpetrator of violence unfairly 

benefits at the expense of or to the exclusion of the victim. This would be a useful 

reference document as the ICA considers issues raised on page 11 of the Interim Report.  

Legal Aid NSW notes that a significant number of recommendations from the WEstjustice 

submission8 have been reflected in the Interim Report. However recommendation 9 of the 

submission has not been adopted in the Interim Report. This recommendations calls for 

Code Subscribers and the ICA to establish a system, similar to the insurance system in 

place for natural disasters, whereby a person can identify any insurance policy under 

which they are insured and/or may have the right to claim. We support the development 

of such a system. As family violence is characterised by the control of one party of another, 

it would not be uncommon for victims of financial abuse to be unaware of an insurance 

policy that applies in their circumstances. A coordinated industry-wide response to victims 

would ensure that they are supported in making appropriate insurance claims. 

Question 1.10  

Does it appropriately capture the areas that an insurer should include in their family 

violence policy?  

 

The guidance document captures many relevant areas that an insurer should include in 

their family violence policy. Some additional points that should be included are raised 

below. 

Definition of family violence  

In the definition of family violence on page 79, we suggest including an acknowledgement 

that women are unlikely to report family violence and may not realise they are experiencing 

financial abuse. 

Staff training to improve responses to customers affected by family violence 
In the section regarding staff training on page 80, we suggest that training for staff to 

identify and support customers affected by family violence should also include trauma-

informed training. Legal Aid NSW agrees that ‘insurance staff are not expected to be 

experts or social workers’ (page 80). However, basic trauma-informed training would 

assist staff in understanding the impact of trauma on customers affected by family 

violence; in particular, how trauma may affect their presentation and how staff can engage 

with them in a helpful manner.  

                                                           
8 WEstjustice, WEstjustice submission on the operation and effectiveness of the 2014 General Insurance Code of 
Practice, 28 April 2017. 
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Training for staff could also include information regarding the risk that perpetrators may 

attempt to convince staff to disbelieve or dismiss a victim’s claims, and that collusion with 

perpetrators is particularly harmful to victims. 

In training frontline banking staff to recognise and act on warning signs, the Financial 

Ombudsman Service Approach to Joint Facilities and Family Violence includes the 

following note: ‘… it is essential that Financial Service Providers (FSPs) ask to speak with 

the customer separately from their companion or co-borrower if any warning signs of 

potential financial abuse are present. FSPs need to ensure that their frontline staff are 

trained to make this request carefully and sensitively, because if the potential abuser is 

put on notice about what is happening, this could have serious consequences for the 

victim’. We recommend a similar note be included in the training material for frontline staff 

working in the insurance industry when signs of potential financial abuse are present.  

Protecting private and confidential information and minimising repeat disclosures  

On page 82, there is a reference to safe contact methods being discussed with a 

customer. The document could also require Code Subscribers to have a policy regarding 

sharing information about safe contact methods with other staff within the Code 

Subscriber. 

On page 83, the Interim Report mentions that Code Subscribers should understand their 

reporting requirements in relation to children. We note that reporting requirements vary 

between states and territories. Code Subscribers should commit to ensuring that staff 

training takes account of this variation, to avoid inappropriate reports. Training should 

ensure that reports are not made in ways that increase risk to the victim. The guidance 

document could also encourage Code Subscribers to ask customers whether they need 

assistance contacting the police. 

Claims handling 

On page 84, the guidance document states that ‘anyone interviewing or investigating 

someone involved in a claim who is affected by family violence and/or going to the 

claimant’s home needs to be appropriately trained …’.  

This training should include information on the impact of trauma, and guidance regarding 

the manner in which a claim is investigated, particularly regarding the questioning of the 

claimant, to ensure that the investigation does not cause more harm to the victim. 

 Access to financial hardship  
We support the requirement for subscribers to provide options for retaining the policy 

where a customer cannot meet premium payments, including altering benefits after 

consultation with the victim.  

Providing customers with referrals to expertise    

We suggest that Women’s Domestic Violence Court Advocacy Services (1800 WDVCAS) 

should be listed as a specialist domestic and family violence service in NSW. WDVCASs 

help victims obtain legal protection from domestic violence and can make referrals for a 
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broad range of support services such as financial assistance and advice, housing, 

counselling and family law issues. 

Stronger Code standards on financial hardship 

Question 1.11  

The ICA suggests that the Code should require insurers and Service Suppliers to   

receive training on their obligations with regard to consumers in financial hardship, and 

to identify signs of financial hardship when engaging with individuals who owe money 

to an insurer. Are there any implementation factors to consider with this approach? 

 

Legal Aid NSW strongly supports this suggestion. Training should be developed in 

conjunction with financial counsellors and consumer advocates. Training should be 

ongoing and compulsory for frontline staff. The ICA could offer regular training to 

accommodate this and ensure consistency of message across industry.    

Question 1.12  

Noting that an individual will still have to provide evidence of actual financial hardship, 

are there any practical implications to consider, if the Code were to require debt 

recovery letters to include information about the financial hardship process? 

 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes this proposal. In our experience, this is now common practice 

across banking, credit and other industries. If practical challenges are identified, it should 

be a priority of the ICA and industry to work out ways to overcome these challenges.  

Question 1.13  

Should an insurer who is contacted directly by a consumer in hardship, who is aware 

that the consumer has a representative, always be required to notify the representative 

that such contact has occurred? If there are any privacy implications, please detail them. 

Are there any alternative solutions? 

 

Legal Aid NSW considers that insurers contacted directly by a consumer should be 

required to notify the representative that such contact has occurred, but only if that 

notification is within the scope of the authority given by the consumer. Where the authority 

is broad, capturing ‘all information’ held by the insurer, the insurer should notify the 

representative (absent contrary consumer instructions to the insurer). However an 

authority merely directing the release of specific requested information may not permit the 

insurer to notify the representative about direct consumer contact. 

It would be beneficial if the insurer published a policy statement around dealings with 

authorised representatives which clarified what they would do in this situation. The 

statement could be in a standard letter or email acknowledging the appointment of the 

representative and advising how subsequently received communications and information 

will be dealt with. In the absence of a policy statement or a broad authority to share 
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information, an insurer contacted directly by a consumer should obtain the consumer’s 

consent to notify the representative of the direct contact. 

Question 1.14  

It has been identified that timeframes for assessing hardship requests vary among 

insurers. If the Code required that financial hardship applications should be processed 

in line with the National Credit Code, would this be a satisfactory solution? Is there 

another preferable way to address this matter? The timeframes would require that: 

a) The insurer will assess an application for hardship assistance and inform the 

consumer of its hardship decision within 21 calendar days, or inform them that it 

needs more information. 

b) If the insurer needs more information, the consumer has 21 calendar days to 

provide it. 

c) Within 21 calendar days of the consumer providing the requested information, 

the insurer must make its hardship decision and inform the consumer of its 

decision. 

d) If the consumer fails to provide the requested information, then the Code 

Subscriber must make its hardship decision on the information available within 

28 calendar days of the date that information was requested, and inform the 

consumer of the decision 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports the use of the National Credit Code (NCC) as a baseline. In our 

experience it is effective and is well known by financial counsellors and even some 

consumers. There are obvious benefits to consistency.  However, there should be 

provision for urgent decisions where a claim needs to be prioritised and a consumer is 

unable to pay an excess due to financial hardship.  

Question 1.15  

There appears to be sound reasons for the Code to require that consumers requesting 

financial hardship assistance are only asked to provide information that is genuinely 

necessary to assess their application. Also any request for information should not 

unreasonably or unnecessarily delay the assessment of the hardship request. Are there 

any issues that would have to be resolved in order for this to be implemented? 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports this proposal.  

Question 1.16  

To address the concerns noted above, should the financial hardship section of the Code 

make it clear that it applies to situations where a customer cannot pay their excess? 

Also should the options for financial hardship assistance in clause 8.8 include 

“deduction of the excess from the claim payment”? Are there any practical implications 

with this approach? 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports this proposal.  
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Question 1.17  

If a customer in financial hardship has the ability to pay their debt in instalments, should 

the Code specify that this option should not be refused by the insurer? 

 

Yes. To do otherwise would undermine commitments elsewhere in the Code to vulnerable 

consumers.  

Question 1.18  

What would the potential challenges or advantages be if the Code were to specify 

criteria for debt waiver? 

 

Legal Aid NSW sees benefit in specifying criteria for debt waiver. For example, if a debtor’s 

sole source of income is Centrelink then their financial situation has already been 

assessed rigorously by Centrelink and it is a poor use of resources to require the debtor 

to further prove their situation. It also gives some certainty for consumers, advocates and 

insurers about the process. 

However, the criteria should not be exhaustive. In our casework experience, there are 

inevitably vulnerable consumers who are in financial hardship who do not fit traditional 

categories. Consumers should have the opportunity to present special circumstances that 

amount to financial hardship.  

Case Study: financial hardship and special circumstances 

Legal Aid NSW recently assisted a client who was trying to access his superannuation 

early on the basis of financial hardship. Our client had come to Australia as an asylum 

seeker. His application for a protection visa was rejected and his bridging visa was 

cancelled. Whilst on his bridging visa he had worked and accrued superannuation. 

However once his bridging visa was cancelled he was not entitled to a further visa while 

he was waiting for travel documents to return to his home country of Bangladesh. As he 

was not on a visa he was not entitled to work or receive Centrelink payments so he was 

reliant on a discretionary payment (SRSS) administered by the Red Cross. His 

fortnightly income was less than he would have received as a single male on Centrelink. 

However despite living in poverty he did not meet the criteria for early release of his 

superannuation on the basis of financial hardship as he had not been on a 

“Commonwealth income support payment” for a continuous period of 26 weeks. 
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Question 1.20  

There is confusion and varying interpretations about the interaction between section 8 

and 10 of the Code. How can the obligations and rights of uninsured third parties be 

clarified? What factors need to be considered? 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports the Code making it clear that internal complaints processes 

are available to uninsured third parties from whom an insurer is seeking recovery for 

damage or loss caused by them.  

Proposal 2: best practice disclosure principles 

Proposal 2 

The Code should provide guidance on best practice disclosure principles 

 

Question 2 

Do the best practice principles detailed in Appendix 3 adequately address key concerns 

related to disclosure? Please identify any areas that have not been addressed. 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports the best practice disclosure principles in Appendix 3 and 

commends the ICA for its ongoing commitment to this issue. 

Question 2.1   

Would a new Code requirement that key information must be provided in plain    

language, and be consumer tested to ensure it is clear and informative enough for a 

consumer to reasonably assess the suitability of the policy for them, be a sufficient 

strengthening of the plain language provision? Please advise if you consider an 

alternative approach more appropriate. 

 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes and supports this proposal.  

Question 2.2 

In order to improve the guidance provided to consumers on selecting a sum insured 

amount, the ICA suggests that Code could require insurers to provide access to an 

accurate and informative sum insured calculator as part of the home building insurance 

application process. Would this adequately address the issues raised above and are 

there any additional factors to consider with this suggestion? 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports this suggestion. The calendar and communication about the 

calendar should be consumer tested to ensure it is accessible and meaningful to all 

consumers.  
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Proposal 3: product design and distribution principles 

Proposal 3 

 The Code should include product design and distribution principles and provide 

guidance to insurers. 

 

Question 3  

Would the inclusion of the following principles in the Code be an effective means of 

improving product suitability? Are there any other principles to add?  

a) Cover must be designed with a clear target market in mind. Equally, it should be 

clear to insurers and distributors which consumers are not part of the target 

market.  

b) Cover must be designed to meet a genuine need and offer a tangible benefit at 

reasonable value. This applies to additional as well as core benefits.  

c) Insurers must not design products that offer (or are capable of offering) negative 

or very low value.  

d) The product and its features and exclusions must be capable of being 

communicated to and understood by the target market.  

e) When designing products for bundling, insurers must consider how this impacts 

on the target and non-target market and product value.  

f) Insurers must regularly review product performance and act promptly on any 

identified concerns. 

 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes the ICA’s work with ASIC on this issue, and supports the 

inclusion of the principles in Question 3 in the Code.  

Question 3.1  

Do the product design considerations attached in Appendix 4 adequately respond to 

stakeholder concerns? Can the principles be applied to all general insurance products 

and does the material provide sufficient detail as to how the principles are to be applied? 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports the product design considerations in Appendix 4.  

Question 3.2 

Would the inclusion of the following principles in the Code effectively help consumers 

to purchase insurance that is suitable for them? Are there any other principles to add?  

Insurers must have reasonable controls in place to ensure that:  

a) the product reaches the target market for whom it is intended  

b) the product does not reach those outside the target market  

c) the product does not offer low or negative value  

d) they set clear expectations about what constitutes good sales practices, and 

equally what conduct is not acceptable  
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e) they provide the necessary training and information to their distributors to enable 

them to sell the product in line with their stated policies  

f) they regularly review distribution and promptly address any identified concerns  

 

Yes. Legal Aid NSW supports the inclusion of the above principles in the Code. We also 

support the inclusion of the principle that insurers must have reasonable controls in place 

to ensure that the risk of over-insurance is managed. We consider that this is an important 

principle, and our casework shows that over-insurance is a significant problem. Legal Aid 

NSW strongly supports this inclusion of this principle and notes that no discussion has 

been provided as to why it has been omitted.  

 

Case Study: over-insurance 

Mr Smith is a middle-aged Aboriginal man living in a rural part of Northern NSW. Mr 

Smith is in and out of work and currently receives Newstart Allowance. 

In 2016, Mr Smith purchased a car on finance through Star Automotive. Upon his 

purchase, the caryard intermediary also sold him CCI and GAP insurance on behalf of 

the insurer, Star Insurance.  

The CCI premium was $4834.75 and the GAP insurance premium was $1435. Fine 

Automotive received 20% commission for the sale of CCI and 50% commission for the 

sale of GAP insurance.  

Upon the sale, the salesperson told Mr Smith that he had to buy the add-on products 

as part of the loan. The salesperson rushed through the sales process, and did not give 

Mr Smith an opportunity to properly read the paperwork or ask questions before he 

signed the contract. The salesperson did not explain that the premiums would exceed 

$6,000, and that interest would accrue on the premiums over the term of the loan.  

When Mr Smith left the caryard, he realised he would have to pay $65,000 on a car 

worth $34,000. Mr Smith already had Total and Permanent Disablement and Temporary 

Salary Continuance cover through his superannuation. The CCI policy was less 

beneficial and substantially more expensive than the policies connected to Mr Smith’s 

superannuation.  

 

Question 3.3 

Do the distribution considerations attached in Appendix 4 adequately respond to 

stakeholder concerns? Can the principles be applied to all general insurance products 

covered by the Code and does the material provide sufficient detail as to how the 

principles are to be applied? 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports the distribution considerations in Appendix 4.  
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Proposal 4: add-on insurance 

Proposal 4 

The Code should include product design and distribution guidance specific to add-on 

insurance products. 

 

Legal Aid NSW strongly supports the work of ASIC in relation to product design and 

distribution guidance and add-on insurance products.  

Question 4  

Would it be appropriate to develop product-specific guidance in the Code around 

product design and distribution for add-on insurance products? Are the product-specific 

considerations relevant to add-on products in Appendix 4 adequate, or is further detail 

needed? 

 

Given the history of add-on insurance,9 Legal Aid NSW considers it appropriate to develop 

product-specific guidance in the Code around product design and distribution for add-on 

insurance products. As discussed below, we consider it appropriate that the Code play a 

role in the implementation of a deferred sales model which would require further detail in 

the Code in addition to Appendix 4.  

Question 4.1 

What role, if any, should the Code play in the implementation of a deferred sales model 

for add-on products sold through the motor dealer channel? 

 

Legal Aid NSW notes that the new Banking Code of Practice is likely to include a 

commitment to a deferred sales model for add-on insurance products in relation to credit 

cards.10 We urge the ICA to consider a similar approach, and to monitor compliance with 

a deferred sales model. A commitment contained within a code can assist with industry 

buy-in and encourage industry compliance.  

  

                                                           
9 ASIC (2016) Buying add-on insurance in car yards: Why is can be hard to say no (REP 470); ASIC (2016); The 
Sale of life insurance through car dealers: Taking consumers for a ride (REP 471); ASIC (2016) A market that is 
failing consumes: The sale of add-on insurance through car dealers (REP 492).  
10 See http://www.bankers.asn.au/media/media-releases/media-release-2017/customers-set-to-benefit-from-
new-banking-code  

http://www.bankers.asn.au/media/media-releases/media-release-2017/customers-set-to-benefit-from-new-banking-code
http://www.bankers.asn.au/media/media-releases/media-release-2017/customers-set-to-benefit-from-new-banking-code
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Proposal 5: third-party distributors 

Proposal 5 

The Code should strengthen standards relating to third-party distributors. 

 

Question 5  

The ICA has identified obstacles with requiring all entities, engaged in an activity 

covered by the Code, to subscribe to the Code directly. We suggest that as an 

alternative, the Code should require that when an insurer enters into a formal agreement 

with a third party to sell its product, the agreement should include the following:  

a) Sales to be conducted in an efficient, honest, fair and transparent manner  

b) All salespeople to be appropriately trained and educated, their conduct 

monitored by their employer and problems with conduct addressed  

c) Insurers to notify their distributors of the identified target and non-target market 

for the product  

d) Pressure selling is not permitted  

e) Distributors to notify insurers of any complaints and tell customers the identity of 

the relevant insurer  

Is this a suitable option for strengthening the standards relating to third-party 

distributors? Please identify any concerns with this approach. 

 

Legal Aid NSW supports the proposal that the Code should strengthen standards relating 

to third-party distributors. Rather than adopt the above requirements in formal agreement, 

our view is that formal agreements should require compliance with the Code. Legal Aid 

NSW does not consider that Code compliance is overly onerous but rather reflects good 

industry practice. The coverage of a transaction should not depend upon whether an 

insurer or a third party is selling the product.  

Proposal 6: service suppliers 

Proposal 6 

The Code should strengthen standards relating to Service Suppliers. 

 

Question 6  

Would making the following requirements explicit help to strengthen insurers’ 

responsibility for the conduct of their Service Suppliers: 

a) Insurers are responsible for the conduct of their Service Suppliers and their 

approved subcontractors 

b) Insurers must have measures in place to ensure that due skill and care is taken 

in choosing suitable Service Suppliers 
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c) Service Suppliers should notify the insurer of a customer complaint by the next 

business day 

d) Insurers will appropriately address any actions by Service Suppliers that breach 

the Code, Service Level Agreements or licence obligations 

Are there any further provisions to be considered? 

 

As noted in our original submission, our casework suggest that the conduct of some 

service suppliers fall short of the existing Code, and in some cases service suppliers are 

not aware of the Code.  

Provision should be made for monitoring compliance with the current standards or any 

new standards. It is not adequate to leave it up to consumers to identify breaches of the 

Code as many are unlikely to know of its existence. Additional provisions should focus on 

compliance monitoring regimes and consideration given to remedies for conduct that falls 

short of the standards.  

Question 6.1 

The ICA does not believe that the definition of Service Suppliers should be expanded 

to include External Experts. Do you agree with the concerns we have raised with this 

proposal? How can the standards of External Experts be improved without 

compromising their independence? 

 

Our casework in the context of natural disasters highlights the importance of standards 

when external experts are dealing with consumers in the immediate aftermath of a 

devastating event. For example, a hydrologist or builder may be one of the first experts to 

visit and assess a consumer’s home after a storm or flood. We consider that some 

appreciation of the impact of trauma is important in this context.  

Legal Aid NSW is not convinced by the argument that an external expert’s conduct will be 

compromised by complying with the Code. For example, a commitment to acting in a 

manner that is honest, efficient, fair and transparent is unlikely to compromise an external 

expert. In some cases it may strengthen an expert’s independence because it clarifies that 

experts have obligations to the insured as well as to the insurer who is engaging them.  
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Proposal 7: standards for investigations 

Proposal 7 

The Code should include mandatory standards for investigations. 

 

Legal Aid NSW welcomes this proposal and commends the ICA for the work to date on 

this important issue. The standards should reflect those in WorkSafe Victoria’s Code of 

Practice for Private Investigators,11 which we consider to be best practice.  

Proposal 8: ASIC approval 

Proposal 8: ASIC approval 

The revised Code should meet the requirements for ASIC approval. 

 

Legal Aid NSW strongly supports this proposal. We agree that ASIC approval would 

increase public confidence in the sector and ensure the Code is meeting best practice 

standards.  

With regard to the enforceability of the Code, we do not agree with the ICA’s conclusion 

(at page 30) that requiring subscribers to incorporate their agreement to abide by the Code 

into individual contracts with consumers would risk reducing the Code to a ‘brief, base 

level document’. We do not consider that this case has been made out in the discussion.  

ASIC ‘strongly encourages’ code owners to consider incorporating their agreements into 

individual contracts with consumers.12 The Code of Banking Practice is incorporated into 

contracts with consumers.13 Incorporating the Code into consumer contracts would mean 

that breaches of the Code could be dealt with by the Financial Ombudsman Service (or 

its replacement). This would encourage compliance with the Code of Conduct.  

What the Code does not cover 

Many of the issues raised in this section of the Interim Report are of significant concern to 

Legal Aid NSW. We have identified three issues below but would welcome the opportunity 

to participate in consultations regarding all of the issues raised.  

                                                           
11 WorkSafe Victoria Code of Practice for Private Investigators 1 July 2016 
https://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/207721/ISBN-Code-of-practise-for-private-
investigators-2016-07.pdf accessed 16 January 2018 
12 ASIC Regulatory Guide 183 Approval of financial services sector codes of conduct (2013) 
13 Code of Banking Practice cl 41.1; Commonwealth Bank of Australia v Wood [2016] VSC 264 (24 June 2016) 

https://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/207721/ISBN-Code-of-practise-for-private-investigators-2016-07.pdf
https://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/207721/ISBN-Code-of-practise-for-private-investigators-2016-07.pdf
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First, the lack of unfair contract term protections under the Insurance Contracts Act is 

of concern. We are currently engaging with the ICA in its exploration of how unfair contract 

term protections could be incorporated into legislation, and we welcome the ICA’s ongoing 

work in this area.  

Second, we support the priority given to addressing affordability and underinsurance, 

and look forward to ongoing work on this issue.  

Legal Aid NSW notes the reservations about Key Facts Sheets expressed at page 54 of 

the Interim Report. Key Fact Sheets are used by many industries and government 

agencies. Our view is that they are an effective way of enabling consumers to easily 

access important information.  

Discussion points 

Legal Aid NSW considers that important issues have been raised in the ‘Discussion Points’ 

at pages 66-71. However we have not addressed all of these issues in the limited time 

available to respond to the Interim Report. Our response below addresses claims, 

particularly the total loss claims protocol. We also note the following: 

 Discussion Point 7 (Customer communications when insurance is not offered): 

Meaningful access to information relied on in assessing an application will 

encourage more robust decision making and greater adherence to the 

discrimination regime. We urge the ICA to continue working on this important issue. 

 Discussion Point 8.2: We support making Code Governance Committee (CGC) 

decisions publicly available. 

 Discussion 8.5: We support clarification of the relationship between the CGC and 

External Dispute Resolution schemes.  

 Discussion Point 9: We support promotion of the Code, including a customer 

charter if it is in plain English and provides meaningful information to consumers 

about the Code. 

 Discussion Point 10: We consider that there is a role for the Code to refer to culture. 

Good culture could be identified by the use of indicators.  

Claims 

Discussion points 1.1-1.15 seek feedback on many proposals that are strongly supported 

by Legal Aid NSW, as they would encourage transparency, accountability and robust 

decision making, and increase consumer confidence in the industry. We would welcome 

the opportunity for further consultation on these proposals, and we encourage the ICA to 

continue to work with industry to reach consensus.  
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Many of the discussion points contain proposals that are already contained in codes in 

similar industries such as the Life Insurance Code of Practice, and the new Banking Code 

of Practice.  

Total loss claims protocol 

Discussion Point 1.11: Given the concerns noted above, would it be a suitable 

improvement if the Code required that, when a claimant’s loss is equal to or greater than 

the full sum insured, or a sub-limit within this, the insurer and its Service Suppliers will 

help them to assess their loss, and any inventory assessment required will only have to 

be provided up to the limit or sub-limit of the cover? What are the advantages or 

disadvantages with this approach? 

 

The total loss claims protocol continues to be an important issue for Legal Aid NSW, 

particularly in the context of our disaster relief work. We welcome the ICA’s 

acknowledgement that total loss claims, and claims after major events, should be handled 

with sensitivity. However we are concerned that the proposed compromise in Discussion 

Point 1.11 does not reflect this aim.  

Our position remains that where a customer has suffered a total loss in relation to a 

contents claim, unless exceptions apply, insurers should not require the insured to 

complete a list of their contents and provide evidence. The agreed sum should be paid.  

Exceptions may include situations where there is a reasonable basis for suspicion of fraud, 

or where there is a reasonable basis for forming a belief that the actual loss is less than 

the agreed sum.  

Where there is disagreement over the actual loss, insurers should make an assessment 

on loss within 10 days of gaining entry to the property. Payment should then be made 

immediately without requiring the insured to commit to this as a full and final settlement. 

The insured should be given the opportunity to seek independent advice, and access 

internal and external dispute resolution regarding the final amount paid.  

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss this further with the ICA.  

 


